Provost Harrison Says That Hospital will Refute Dr. Cattell's Allegations
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This is used for music, training and miscellaneous expenses. If the season is successful, the money is refunded at the close; if not, the man in the box has a sinking fund not established from which these expenses could be paid at the start. The season has not been universally successful from a financial standpoint, and the necessity of a deposit from whatever is to be spent by the members. Our object is to make the profits of the present season. It could be added in like manner each year, and, as years go by, is likely to grow in large measure. The clubs would profit by it to a greater extent each succeeding year.

We realize that we are not finding fault with the men in charge; it is the system which we deplore under that is the target of our attack.

THE FINAL WORD.

This is the end word. For weeks at the beginning of the year The Pennsylvania Clubs took the attention of its readers editorial after editorial dealing with the Chapel situation. Attendance steadily dropped and then suddenly fell off. There was one man in particular who rejoiced in the boom and whose heart sank as the attendance dwindled. That was Vice-President Smith.

The word is not ours. It is his. He gives it to the students of the University in the following letter. Every Pennsylvania man should read what he has written:

January 22, 1916.

My Dear Editor—

It isn’t necessary for me to tell you how deeply interested I am in Chapel exercises. You know that they are constantly upon my mind. We have now had one term of voluntary attendance and, while the members who have come out to those early services have not been as great as we hoped, still I am thankful to those who have come. With the beginning of a new term, with mid-year examinations, and dark days back of them, with the prospect of earlier, longer days and brighter, cheerier weather, we hope that the attendance will be decidedly improved. Those of us who have heard the many who have served as college chaplains are indeed happy in the thought that the message that they have brought to us have rarely been of such value to the students with whom I have heard them. I wish that I could get the means to realize, as I do, what we are losing by abstaining from attendance at these exercises. It is not only the negligible cost, but they are missing some of the happiest opportunities of the year. As I said in a former letter to you, the graduates now out of college are one in the opinion that the few, quiet moments they spent every morning in Chapel brought into their life more of the true meaning of Pennsylvania than their able to get to any other way. As you know, the music that we are now having at those early services has been provided for us by a number of the men who, in their day, filled the benches, sang the familiar hymns, and took part in all those things which are likely to take place on the big days in Chapel. I am adding a few lines from the letters of some of them, and feel that it is only proper to give you the names of all those who made it possible for us to have what we are now enjoying:

I trust it may be impossible to keep the same degree of the charming exercises at Chapel. The longer I live the more I have to thank God for the institution of this method of making public the grades and the more I appreciate the difficulty of understanding why others do not. —William N. John

I rather doubt the popularity of the College Chapel exercise among the students, even with the attraction of good music, the hour is 8.60. However, the scheme is worth trying.

—John C. Gilpin.

There is nothing more important.

(Continued on Third Page.)
THE PENNSYLVANIAN.

THE FINAL WORD.
(Continued from Second Page.)
for a young college man than to be under religious influences during that formative period of his character, and so I feel specially grateful to be able to help a little in this work."—
G. C. Friend.
"Chapel exercises should be continued always."—R. B. Whittaker, Jr.
"For the promotion of the spirit of an institution, I hold that there is nothing so effective as the habitual assembling of its members in large numbers. College days are the time of most militant idealism and great heights can be reached by continued suggestion and appeal. In my earlier days at Penn the chaplains were still retained and I still recall with much pleasure the inspiration afforded by their brief talks."—H. A. Mihlman.
"The Chapel exercises always contained some of the most pleasant features of our daily program, although I am compelled to confess that I did 'bag' quite frequently. I still have fresh in my memory some of the little talks which were given on them."—G. W. Channer.
"Should be exceedingly sorry to see the preliminary Chapel dropped from the curriculum."—H. K. Kelly.
"That Chapel plan is a good one."—J. P. Cooper Griffin.
"There is no department of the University work that I should rather help than the religious."—E. Wilbert Kriebel.
"Best wishes for the Chapel exercises."—Henry R. Bonnell.
"I endorse the Chapel service heartily. I know I enjoyed 'Chapel' much, as a student, though now that attendance is voluntary, the added pleasure of seeing it occasionally in session."—Harrison Bonder.
"Preserve and make helpful the Chapel service."—McVeigh, Raymond McVeigh Library.
"I feel that it is most essential to the life of the community that there should be some daily reminder of our dependence upon Divine help, and the Chapel exercises seem to be the only way to manifest this feeling of dependence."—H. W. P. Nichols.
"I think that the Chapel plan is a good one."—H. P. Lindsay.
"I am truly in accord with you in the belief that these exercises should not be discontinued."—W. Hurtle Smith.
"I trust that the religious and devotional side of college life may be nourished by the successful carrying out of the Chapel plan."—W. H. Gardner.
"It is certain true that at no period in the country's life has necessity tor religious and active, religious faith been more apparent. Personally, I should be compelled to say, I love the recollection of College Chapel. A rarefied atmosphere, which I can appreciate the depth and power of the lessons which thence come from."—Hugh W. Gubler.
"I am in entire sympathy With making Chapel exercises of a nature that the men will want to attend."—George F. Bradford.
"In my recollection, some of my happiest moments at College were spent in Chapel."—R. B. Waller.
"I heartily approve of the Chapel exercises."—Charles F. Singer.
"I believe the Chapel exercises should be continued."—John C. Bell.
"I heartily approve of the project for Chapel as now conducted."—Barrow Conboy Hiret.
"I do think it advisable to keep the College Chapel up to as high a standard as possible."—Fred L. Boyer.
"I heartily endorse the present scheme of Chapel services and I re-collect the Chapel exercises with a great deal of satisfaction during my college life."—George D. Bonnengein.
"I look back upon the Chapel exercises conducted during my student days as an uplifting influence which did me good."—George W. S. Connolly.
"I always look forward to the success of Chapel exercises."—Howard W. Page.
"I think the idea of continuing Chapel is excellent."—William J. Berrill.
"Although not a church man, I am truly in accord with your plan regarding Chapel."—John W. Hunter.
"I thoroughly agree with your ideas (Continued on Fourth Page.)
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on Chapel services.—Charles B. Townsend.

"I certainly hope that the Chapel exercises will be continued. I enjoyed them while at college."—Harold Calvert.

"As to Chapel exercises, keep them up by all means."—W. C. Prickett.

"I think the Chapel exercises ought to be kept up. They made me feel I was a Penn. man more than anything else on the campus."—Fred Traskau.

"The farther I get away from my own college days, the more I believe in the good influence on the student body of daily Chapel exercises."—Howard Butcher, Jr.


Don't forget that the services are intended for all students from all departments of the university. Stay in the boys that I miss them from Chapel. I don't much want to see them there, and my hope foils that the day is not far distant when we shall have only morning services.

Fathfully yours, EDGAR P. SMITH, Vice-President.

NOTICES

The Chinese Student's Club of Pennsylvania will hold a meeting this evening, at 8 o'clock, in its club room, 1200 South Thirty-fourth street.

The Cosmopolitan Club will hold a very important business meeting at 7 P.M. on Friday evening, in Room 2 of Houston Hall. Every member is urged to be present.

Dr. Varpillot will hold a rehearsal of the five first scenes of the French play, in Room 217, College Hall, this evening. The members of the cast are requested to be present at 8 o'clock.

All students and members of the faculty of all departments who are interested in the formation of an astronomical club will meet at the Flower Observatory on Wednesday evening, February 2d at 8 o'clock.

W. M. Embrick & Sons
have always occupied the most popular tailor shop for Pennsylvania students, because they have the "young man idea," because the prices are moderate, and because they allow the student 10 per cent. discount. 1628 Chestnut street.
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ADVERTISING
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TABLE BOARD—With increased prices and accommodations. Good housekeeper in an already popular table, Mrs. Whitman, 206 N. 33d st., is prepared for a few more table boarders at $1.25 per week; also a few rooms to rent.

FOR RENT—Furnished room, large and well ventilated; steam heat; telephone service free. At 3812 Locust street.

FOR RENT—Single and double rooms, with or without table board. 3123 Walnut street.

10 per cent. discount allowed to students.
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